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a meSSage from the editor
It is hard not to resort to cliché when talking about the events of the past year.
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected all areas of life, with restrictions being
put in place around the world to try to control and reduce the spread of the
virus. Words and phrases such as: ‘unchartered territory’, ‘unprecedented
times’ and the ‘new normal’ have become part of everyday speech. But should
we have been prepared for the possibility of a global pandemic? In a
fascinating article looking at future and emerging risks, we consider the
meaning of risk and ask whether the maritime industry in particular should
have anticipated this particular risk.
Although it is hard not to focus on the pandemic, the world goes on and trade
continues. Safety must always be the top priority in all operations, and we use
this opportunity to look at the ISM Code. More than 20 years after it was made
mandatory, our Loss Prevention team looks at how you can ensure that a set
of written documents and procedures can become a practical way of
improving safety.
Practical examples and guidance are always useful when studying maritime
issues and we set out a variety of case studies and guides, from a collision
case study to a helpful and practical reminder of the issues to consider when
carrying a cargo of coal. We also point to resources in our knowledge base on
the Britannia website with guidance on ship lay-ups and important points to
remember when trying to prevent drugs being smuggled on board. We ﬁnish
off this edition with our FD&D colleagues explaining the implications of some
recent legal cases.
Our Claims and Loss Prevention teams may have been working from home for
much of the year but the levels of service and the support that we can offer to
our Members remains at its normal high standard. We are always pleased to
hear from you on the magazine or any suggestions or ideas for future articles.

ClAIRe MyATT
Editor

We hope you enjoy this copy of Risk Watch. We will be looking for ways to maintain and
increase the usefulness, relevance and general interest of the articles. If you have any ideas
or comments please send them to: britanniacommunications@tindallriley.com
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Graham Wilson
divisional director, Loss Prevention
gwilson@tindallriley.com

InTRoduCTIon
IT IS CeRTAIn THAT 2020 WIll go doWn In HISToRy AS A yeAR THAT WIll noT be eASIly foRgoTTen. WHen
RepoRTS fIRST begAn To ARISe eARly In THe yeAR of An emeRgIng neW InfluenzA-Type vIRuS, IT IS dIffICulT
To belIeve THAT mAny Would HAve AnTICIpATed THe globAl ImpACT THAT THe CovId-19 ReSpIRAToRy dISeASe
Would go on To HAve. feW, If Any, AReAS of lIfe HAve been unAffeCTed by THe ConSequenCeS of THe vIRuS
And THe vARIouS ReSTRICTIonS THAT HAve been ImpoSed To TRy To CuRb ITS SpReAd. THe SHIppIng InduSTRy
HAS fACed unpReCedenTed CHAllengeS due To THe ImpACT on opeRATIonS And TRAde, In pARTICulAR, THe
effeCT of TRAvel And enTRy ReSTRICTIonS on CReW CHAngeS, WHICH ConTInue To AffeCT SeAfAReRS.
THe queSTIon IS – dId THe mARITIme SeCToR AnTICIpATe THIS RISK?
THe unKnoWn THReAT of A pAndeMIC?
The latest edition of Allianz Global Corporate
and Specialty’s (AGCS) annual Safety and
Shipping Review1 issued in July 2020 provided
its usual useful overview of maritime trends and
areas of risk. As would be expected, the topic of
coronavirus featured heavily, with an entire
section devoted to a summary of the key issues
that have disrupted normal industry practices.
However, the same review a year earlier
contained no mention of the possible risks
associated with a global pandemic. The 2019
report2 identiﬁed the top 5 perceived risks to the
industry based on the inputs of global risk
management experts as part of the wider Allianz
Risk Barometer review3. This list contained the
more obvious perceived threats to shipping,
such as natural catastrophes, cyber incidents
and general business interruption; however, it
did not identify the possibility of widespread
disruption due to a global pandemic.
Highlighting this oversight is not intended as a
criticism of AGCS. The threat of a pandemic had
also been omitted in other maritime risk
reviews, such as the 2019 Global Maritime
Issues Monitor4 issued by the Global Maritime
Forum. Based on a survey of international
senior maritime stakeholders and other leaders
and experts, this review included the top 18
global issues considered likely to affect the
maritime industry in the coming decade; once
again, the risk of a pandemic was notably
absent. Fast forward to the 2020 report5 and the
list of global issues was expanded to 19, with
the inclusion of pandemic at number 3 based on
impact, with only global economic crisis and the
decarbonisation of shipping ranking higher.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, pandemic was also
identiﬁed as the issue which the shipping
industry considered itself least prepared for.
So, should and could the prospect of a global
pandemic have been anticipated as a
foreseeable risk by the maritime sector?

THe KnoWn THReAT of A pAndeMIC
In addition to considering speciﬁc sectors such
as shipping, the annual Allianz Risk Barometer
provides a consolidated picture of global
business risk, based on surveys conducted
across a range of industries and corporate
settings. The threat of a pandemic was in fact
included as 16th in the cross-industry list of
risks in the 20193 Risk Barometer report.
Intriguingly, it fell to number 17 in the 2020
report6 , although tellingly, the survey for the
2020 review was conducted in late 2019, just
before the emergence of COVID-19.
Unsurprisingly, the threat of a pandemic had
jumped to second in the global corporate risk
list in the recently published 2021 review7.
Furthermore, it now featured as the highest risk
to Marine and Shipping.
Reference to other major global risk reviews
provides an even clearer indication that the
threat of a pandemic had been recognised in
certain sectors. Both AXA & EURASIA Group’s
Future Risks Report 20198 and the World
Economic Forum (WEF)’s Global Risks Report
20209, the latter published on 15 January 2020,
featured infectious disease and pandemic in the
top 10 of global emerging risks. Somewhat
ominously, the 2020 WEF review also referred to
an assessment published in October 201910
which had identiﬁed that no country was fully
prepared to handle a pandemic. Further
research also conﬁrms that the possibility of a
global pandemic had indeed been predicted by
some scientists11,12.
So, it was evident that the possible emergence
of a global pandemic was known and had been
reported, albeit not widely, and not, it would
seem, within the maritime industry.
WHAT IS RISK?
Given that this article features in an edition of
Risk Watch, it seems appropriate to consider the
meaning of risk. The term has many deﬁnitions,
which tend to depend on the context and setting.
The Institute of Risk Management (IRM) deﬁnes
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risk as ‘the combination of the probability of an
event and its consequences’ and notes that the
consequences can be both positive and
negative13. This is a deﬁnition that is familiar
within shipping, particularly in the context of
safety risk assessments.
The International Organisation for
Standardisation’s (ISO) Guide 7314 provides an
even simpler deﬁnition of risk as the ‘effect of
uncertainty on objectives’. The ISO guide
explains that an effect can be a positive and/or
negative deviation from the expected.
Objectives can include a variety of elements,
such as ﬁnancial, health or safety goals, and can
be focussed at different levels, such as a
strategic or project level. Given the events of
2020, it is clear that the COVID-19 pandemic
resulted in extreme uncertainty affecting
objectives on almost every level.

We KnoW We CAnnoT pRedICT THe fuTuRe. buT
We CAn TRy To pRepARe foR CHAngeS THAT ARe
CleARly ‘on THe CARdS’. noT pRepARIng CAn be
RISKIeR And moRe expenSIve THAn THe ‘SAfe’
opTIon of doIng noTHIng. martin StoPford15
eMeRGInG RISKS
Much is written about the need to be able to
predict new areas of risk that may affect
business activities. There are many different
deﬁnitions for what constitutes emerging
risks, again depending on the context. The
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) suggests that emerging
risks are the result of new or future threats,
where there is low level of knowledge (or no
knowledge at all) about the potential losses and
the probability of occurrence16. The International
Risk Governance Council (IRGC) deﬁnes them
as risks that are either new or that are familiar
but with new or unfamiliar conditions17. This
introduces the idea that some ‘known’ risks can
be considered to be emerging risks, such as
cyber security, where the nature of the threat
and the attacks continue to evolve18. Similarly,
although the threat of a global pandemic had
been identiﬁed, it had evidently not been widely
recognised and prepared for. In this sense, it
can also be considered an emerging risk,
particularly given that the severity of the
COVID-19 outbreak may not have been fully
anticipated.

Future or emerging risks can be associated with
a variety of factors. These can include:
• developing or future trends, for example, as a
new shipping trade or pattern starts to become
associated with an increase in incidents and
claims;
• future innovations or new technology that may
be in the pipeline or have not yet been
considered; or
• events that are either yet to unfold or have not
yet completely evolved.
The degree of uncertainty for a risk area will
generally increase with the timeframe being
considered. The probability of a risk may also
depend on the nature and complexity of the
speciﬁc sector. For example, the risks
associated with the decarbonisation of shipping
involve a range of different and complex fuel
and technological solutions.
The prediction of emerging business critical
risks is generally considered challenging and
unlikely to get any easier in the immediate
future, given the interconnected dynamics of
geopolitics, technological advances, social
instability and climate change18. However, various
systematic approaches can be adopted to assist
with the identiﬁcation of possible future risks.
These can range from an analysis of lagging and
leading data, for example the use of incident or
claims data, to identify emerging trends or the
use of risk ‘early warning systems’.
Another method adopted by research institutions
is to conduct simulation modelling of different
scenarios based on agreed inputs to determine
the possible outcomes. This latter approach was
adopted as the basis of a detailed review
conducted by Lloyd’s Register, QinetiQ and
Strathclyde University19 to identify possible
future global marine trends based on three
broad scenarios.
A further popular method is to evaluate the
opinions of relevant stakeholders and experts,
for example, as part of an internal crossfunctional risk committee tasked to consider
emerging risks. This can often be augmented
with external expertise in order to challenge an
organisation’s traditional views. This is not
dissimilar to the approach typically used by key
holders to identify hazards as part of a safety
risk assessment.
All of these approaches can be supported by
keeping up to date with a wide range of sources
of information to help identify and understand
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emerging risks. As a minimum, this should
involve monitoring relevant trade and industry
publications and social media channels, as well
as the developments of relevant research,
industry and regulatory bodies, such as the
International Maritime Organisation (IMO).
However, as noted by Marsh and the Risk and
Insurance Management Society, Inc in their
Emerging Risks review8, relying only on
industry-speciﬁc publications will tend to limit
the chances of linking organisational strategy to
emerging global risks and trends. In general,
greater risk insights can be obtained by
broadening the scope of the literature reviewed,
particularly into other industry sectors, such as
the WEF’s Global Risks report series, which
provide a holistic view of global risk trends. The
outbreak of a global pandemic is the perfect
example of this. Although the risk of a
COVID-19-type virus spreading around the
world had been identiﬁed before 2020, it does
not appear to have recently been on the radar of
the shipping industry; had it been, the maritime
sector, like many other industries, could
arguably have been better prepared to deal with
the consequences.

for further information
on the references used
within this article
please refer to the Pdf
version of risk watch.
it can be downloaded
online here:
ow.ly/l6Sf30rwf2Q

loSS pRevenTIon peRSpeCTIve
As part of its role in supporting the Club and its
Members, the Britannia Loss Prevention (Risk
Insights & Analytics) department continues to
monitor the latest developments in the shipping
industry in order to attempt to identify future
emerging trends and risks, which can then be
mitigated against. This is typically based on the
Loss Prevention department’s involvement in
various relevant industry committees; by
commissioning research in areas of risk; and by
an ongoing review of relevant studies and
publications. Based on a review of the various
recognised risk studies referred to in this
article, the following ‘short list’ of 12 suggested
future or emerging risks has been identiﬁed,
which are considered to have the potential to
impact on the maritime industry. These have
been selected based on ranking and frequency of
inclusion in various risk reviews, and are not
intended as a deﬁnitive list of emerging maritime
risks, but rather as a useful list of prioritised
areas to consider. Given the varying nature of
the studies considered, no speciﬁc timeframe
has been attached to the risks identiﬁed in the
list. We will not consider each of these areas in
more detail. However, further details of the
risks, and their associated issues, can be obtained
from the references 1–9, 19 in the PDF version of
Risk Watch.

1

Pandemic infectious diseases

2

geopolitical instability/tension/conﬂict

3

changes in legislation/regulation, eg.
environmental, trade wars, sanctions, etc.

4

cyber security risks

5

disruptive technology, eg. autonomous,
artiﬁcial intelligence (ai), digitalisation, etc.

6

global economic crisis

7

climate change impacts – effects,
including natural catastrophes and failure
of mitigations

8

market development/volatility and
changing trade patterns

9

Business interruption, eg. supply chain
failure, workforce/skill shortage

10

Piracy

11

major safety incident, eg. resulting in
pollution, trade choke points blocked

12

fuel price ﬂuctuations

ConCluSIonS
It is evident that predicting the future in terms
of possible emerging risks is not a simple or
easy exercise. Employing a structured and
methodical approach will assist in the
identiﬁcation of possible future business
threats, supported by a careful review of
relevant industry publications summarising the
latest and future developments. However, it is
important to broaden the scope of the risk
literature reviewed, particularly by considering
wider industry studies, such as WEF’s Global
Risks report series, in order to consider the
bigger picture, and how this may impact on a
given industry sector, such as shipping.
Further information on this article and the work
of the Loss Prevention (Risk Insights &
Analytics) department can be obtained by
contacting: lossprevention@tindallriley.com
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Role of pRoCeduReS
In An effeCTIve
SAfeTy mAnAgemenT
SySTem
with the imPLementation of the internationaL SafetY
management (iSm) code in the mid-1990S, it Became
mandatorY for ownerS to have a SafetY management SYStem
(SmS) in PLace. the SmS containS the neceSSarY ProcedureS to
SuPPort an owner’S SafetY and environmentaL Protection PoLicieS.
Since then, ProcedureS and SmS have Been wideLY diScuSSed and a
common queStion iS:
HoW do you enSuRe THAT pRoCeduReS beCoMe A pRACTICAl MeAnS of
IMpRovInG SAfeTy?
In the Cambridge English Dictionary ‘procedure’
is deﬁned as: ‘a set of actions that is the ofﬁcial
or accepted way of doing something’. When
procedure becomes part of a SMS, this can also
become accepted as the safe way of carrying out
a task, where it is assumed that safety is created
simply by following the procedure.
This assumption can lead to incidents where
non-compliance with procedure is identified as
the main contributing factor. In other words,
the incident investigation concludes that if the
procedure had been followed then the incident
would not have happened.
However, an important part of an incident
investigation is to try and understand why the
procedure was not followed. Was it due to pure
negligence, or was it perhaps because the
procedure was too complex, or was not clearly
set out? This could mean that the person
carrying out the task did not understand the
procedure and so did not follow it correctly.
To try and avoid this confusion, it is important
that all procedures are properly thought
through and carefully structured. Developing a
procedure that combines all the necessary
safety precautions, while at the same time
being ‘user friendly’, is not always easy and
may require considerable effort and input from
several stakeholders.

Jacob damgaard, Loss Prevention manager tr(B) Singapore
jdamgaard@tindallriley.com

These five keywords may be helpful when
developing new, or amending existing
procedures to maximise their effect and
improve the overall efficiency of the SMS:
lImITATIonS – the fact that a procedure is
put in place does not, in itself, remove the
risk. A procedure provides a work
sequence and instructions which, if followed
correctly, can act as a ‘safety barrier’ and help
to manage and mitigate any risks associated
with the task. However, there are limitations to
this and if a faulty procedure is followed, the
task might, in fact, be less safe than if no
procedure was followed. Therefore, each task
must be assessed to see if a procedure can
reduce the risk or whether there are other,
more suitable, methods to reduce the risk,
such as a design modification.

1

RelevAnT – the content of some
procedures is regulated by statutory
requirements and these must always be
complied with. However, not all risks are
governed by statute and owners should carry
out a risk assessment to ensure that their SMS
contains all the relevant procedures for their
particular operation. They should regularly
review their procedures to ensure that they
remain relevant and that any new risks are
properly assessed, and the SMS amended
accordingly. It is also very important that any
obsolete procedures are removed from the SMS
so that the effectiveness of the SMS is not
hindered by outdated or contradictory content
and becomes too long and confusing for the user.

2
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foCuSed – a
procedure
should focus
on how to mitigate an
identified risk and must
clearly set out the
precautions and resources
needed to ensure that the
procedure is carried out safely.
The content should be specific
to the operation and, if
appropriate, to the ship and
should clearly communicate its
purpose to the crew members. If
procedures are too long and complicated
there is a risk that the procedure may not
be read or properly understood. This can lead
to the procedure becoming an obstacle, rather
than a useful tool to safely carry out the task.

3

dynAmIC – it is important that a procedure
is never regarded as finalised but is seen
as a dynamic document, meaning that it
is continuously updated to include all new
lessons learned. Owners should review past
incidents and near miss situations and
incorporate the lessons learned into their
procedures. In incidents where non-compliance
with applicable procedures has been identiﬁed as
a possible cause, the incident investigation should
identify any underlying causes which may provide
an understanding of why the correct procedures
were not followed in order to try and prevent
similar incidents in the future. In addition, the
concept of learning from positive outcomes, also
referred to as Safety II, can provide owners with
ways to learn from the experience of others and
update procedures, rather than waiting for an
actual incident to take place.

4

To help with this process, there should be an
open reporting culture on board where crew
members are encouraged to provide
constructive feedback on any procedure which
can then be amended if necessary.
oWneRSHIp – in the shipping industry,
there is often a disconnect between the
originator of a procedure, usually based
at the owner’s office (sometimes with the
assistance of an external consultant), and the
end user – the crew member. This means that
the originator may be detached from the
working environment for which the procedure
is intended and may not fully understand the
situation on board the ship. The crew may then
feel that the procedure is not useful or
practical and can lead them to ignore or
change the procedure. This is a dangerous
situation as it increases the likelihood of an
accident and also compromises the efficiency
of the entire SMS.

5

A way to increase the sense of ownership
among the crew is to involve them in the whole
process. If the initial drafting process for a
procedure is moved from the ofﬁce to the ship,
this allows the crew to have an input based on
the speciﬁc operational procedures of their ship.
This draft can then be submitted to the ofﬁce for
statutory and company policy compliance
review and approval. This collaborative process
can lead to clear procedures drafted by the
actual user and provides an increased sense of
ownership and also a higher probability that the
procedure will be correctly followed.
ConCluSIon
It is important to understand that, when it
comes to the SMS and procedures, there
is no simple solution. While a procedure might
be seen as a quick and cost-effective way to
increase safety, a procedure also has its
limitations and may not suit all situations and
types of risk. A comprehensive risk
assessment by owners is essential in order to
identify the right safety measures to be
implemented as part of their SMS, and to
decide where and when a procedure might be
an appropriate choice.

!

When developing a procedure, all situations
should be considered, and all stakeholders
should be involved to ensure that the
procedure is effective in reducing risks. It
must also be useful, easy to follow and
practical to make sure that it is properly
followed by the user. When there is an
incident, this should always trigger a critical
review of the applicable procedure to
determine its suitability. failure to
acknowledge this may not just compromise
safety, but also the crew’s commitment to and
belief in an owner’s safety culture.
if you have any questions or would like further
advice on ways to improve your safety culture,
please contact the Britannia Loss Prevention
team at: lossprevention@tindallriley.com
The Danish Maritime Accident Investigation
Board’s (DMAIB) report ow.ly/QpuQ30rwv9n
‘Proceduralizing Marine Safety – Procedures in
Accident Causation’ provides further reading on
this topic, including some of the issues that can
occur with the use of procedures to formalise
safety.
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fiona Al-Hashimi
claims manager tr(B) London
falhashimi@tindallriley.com

coLLiSion caSe StudY
highLighting the diStracting uSe of vhf communication and the dangerS
of reLYing too much on aiS data when determining the riSk of coLLiSion.
AT 0636 on 4 AuGuST 2018, In THICK foG, THe
ConTAIneR SHIp ANL WYONG (39,906GT) And GAS
CARRIeR KING ARTHUR (4,761GT) CollIded fouR
nAuTICAl MIleS SouTH-eAST of euRopA poInT,
GIbRAlTAR. boTH SHIpS WeRe InTended foR
ANL WYONG WAS STopped AT THe TIMe, WAITInG
foR InSTRuCTIonS To enTeR poRT. boTH SHIpS
SuSTAIned SIGnIfICAnT Hull dAMAGe buT THeRe
WAS no WATeR InGReSS And no InJuRIeS.
The following description is based on the ﬁndings of the
Marine Accident Investigation Branch’s (MAIB) investigation
ow.ly/m3ci30rtAlo. It is a collision that has familiar roots in
the distracting use of VHF communication during collision
avoidance and also highlights the dangers of overreliance on
AIS data (over ARPA data) in determining the risk of collision.
In the early hours of 4 August, ANL WYONG was transiting
the eastbound lane of the Strait of Gibraltar trafﬁc separation
scheme while on passage from Douala, Cameroon to
Algeciras, Spain with an ETA at the Pilot Station of 0600. As
the visibility was poor due to patchy fog, the navigation lights
were on and sound signals were being made. At 0424, the
third ofﬁcer contacted Algeciras Pilots by VHF and was
informed that the scheduled berth would not be ready until
after 0700. The vessel was asked to standby at least 3nm
outside of the bay to await further instructions.
Soon after, the master arrived on the bridge and amended
the passage plan, then took the con for the passage to the
waiting position, about 3nm east of the entrance to Gibraltar
Bay. There was some trafﬁc in the area which could be seen
by radar, but not by sight, due to the dense fog.
Once the ship arrived at the waiting position, the engine was
stopped (but on immediate notice) and the upper deck
lighting switched on. The master assessed the trafﬁc
situation as moderate, with three or four westbound ships
passing well clear to the south. At 0548 the master left the
bridge, leaving the third ofﬁcer, deck cadet and AB on watch.
Meanwhile, KING ARTHUR was on passage from Kulevi,
Georgia to Rotterdam, Netherlands. It was scheduled to stop
brieﬂy inside Gibraltar Bay to embark crew by boat transfer
at 0700. At 0600, the chief ofﬁcer, who was the OOW, called
the master to give him 1-hour notice. The master came to the
bridge and, after a brief handover, took the con for the
approach to the transfer position. The chief ofﬁcer remained
on the bridge to support the master.

At 0621 KING ARTHUR received a call on VHF radio from an
approaching ship and agreed to keep clear whilst the other
ship held her course and speed. The master altered course
to port from 290° to 275° and once steady on the new course,
he observed a radar target about 2.4nm ahead; this was
identiﬁed as ANL WYONG, with a navigational status of
‘underway using engine’ from AIS data. Based on the
orientation of the AIS symbol, the master assessed that
ANL WYONG was heading in a south-westerly direction. The
chief ofﬁcer, who was using a separate ECDIS and radar
display to monitor the position, noted that ANL WYONG ’s
predicted CPA was 0.3nm on their starboard side.
At 0632 ANL WYONG was drifting in the north-easterly
current on a heading of 197° with a course and speed over
the ground of 060° at 2.2 knots, contrary to the master on
KING ARTHUR ’s perception. At the same time, nine contacts
were approaching from the east and were visible on ANL
WYONG ’s radar; three of the contacts, including KING
ARTHUR, had CPAs below the alarm value of 0.4nm. The
OOW did not call the master but sent the deck cadet to keep
lookout on the port bridge wing.
At 0633 KING ARTHUR ’s chief ofﬁcer took a further VHF call
lasting two minutes, this time from SPREAD EAGLE, which
was approaching on the port side. The chief ofﬁcer agreed to
alter course to starboard to increase the CPA (of 0.6nm), and
KING ARTHUR ’s master altered to 300°, intending to
increase the CPA with SPREAD EAGLE and pass astern of
ANL WYONG. However, this decision was based on his
assessment that ANL WYONG was underway and heading in
a south-westerly direction.
At this point ANL WYONG ’s third ofﬁcer noticed that the CPA
was not decreasing and attempted to make contact with
KING ARTHUR by VHF while the latter’s master also noticed
that the CPA had not increased as expected. Moments later,
the master and the chief ofﬁcer saw ANL WYONG ’s
superstructure emerging from the fog, illuminated by her
deck lights. The master put the rudder hard to starboard, but
the port bow collided with ANL WYONG ’s port quarter. The
master immediately put the rudder hard to port, in order to
keep the stern away from ANL WYONG.
ANL WYONG ’s master felt the collision in his cabin. Once on
the bridge, he assessed the situation and reported the
incident to Tarifa Trafﬁc VTS. Both ships were instructed to
proceed to Algeciras and were detained during the Port State
Control inspections subject to completion of repairs.

images courtesy of maiB.

detail of damage to KING ARTHUR ’s
port bow and the damage to
ANL WYONG ’s port quarter.

ooW using AIS data
in target panel

ANL WYONG

leSSonS leARned
AlTHouGH THe MAIb InveSTIGATIon dId noT fInd
AnyTHInG explICITly lACKInG In eITHeR SHIp’S
SAfeTy MAnAGeMenT SySTeMS oR bRIdGe
pRoCeduReS, IT dId IdenTIfy A nuMbeR of
ConTRIbuToRy fACToRS THAT SeRve AS uSeful
leSSonS To be leARned fRoM THIS InCIdenT.
use of AIS in collision avoidance – Although AIS data can
enhance a bridge team’s situational awareness, particularly
when integrated into other navigational systems, this
incident is a reminder that such data can be misleading and
incorrect. In this case, ANL WYONG ’s navigational status on
AIS wrongly indicated that the ship was underway using
engines, while the AIS symbol on the radar showed a short
pecked line representing the COG and SOG which was
potentially misleading, as this represented the movement
over the ground. It is worth noting that the COLREGs do not
include any provision for the use of AIS data and that
collision avoidance decisions should be based on systematic
visual or radar observations in preference to the received
AIS track.
use of vHf – When faced with a relatively busy trafﬁc
situation, VHF was collectively used by the ofﬁcers in ways
which could be described as contributory to the incident. Had
KING ARTHUR ’s master and chief ofﬁcer not been distracted
by VHF, they might have appreciated the developing risk of
collision earlier and may have been able to take more
effective avoiding action. Due to the risk of confusion and
error, the use of VHF radio for collision avoidance is strongly
discouraged.

ANL WYONG ’s starboard radar display at 0632
showing three contacts with CpA values below 0.4nm
and AIS data selected in the target data section.

Safe speed – The MAIB concluded that neither ship was
proceeding at a safe speed for the circumstances and
conditions. Despite the dense fog and heavy trafﬁc,
KING ARTHUR was making about 13kts – a signiﬁcant
reduction in speed would have allowed the bridge team more
time to assess the situation and avoid the collision. Although
ANL WYONG was drifting, given the conditions it would
arguably have been safer if it had been making way to enable
avoiding action to be taken.
bridge team management – A more effective use of
resources could probably have helped prevent the collision.
Although the chief ofﬁcer on KING ARTHUR had noted the
reduced CPA prior to the collision, he did not relay this to the
master, who was on the con and fully engaged in collision
avoidance manoeuvring. Had the chief ofﬁcer, who was also
occupied with constant VHF conversations, passed on the
critical information and challenged the master’s actions, this
would have helped prevent the collision. On ANL WYONG, the
OOW was keeping an effective lookout and was aware of the
developing situation with numerous approaching ships, but
he did not act to avoid collision by calling the master, as
required by the latter’s night orders; furthermore the engine
remained stopped.
The MAIB report also looked at the actions (or lack of
actions) from the local VTS, which did not intervene as the
risk of collision developed. A recommendation was made to
the Spanish Ministry of Development to conduct a review of
vessel trafﬁc services in the area. This included giving
consideration to the establishment of a trafﬁc organisation
service for the approaches to Algeciras and a dedicated
holding area for ships waiting to enter the port.
ow.ly/m3ci30rtAlo
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GuIdAnCe on

SHIp lAy-up
THe CovId-19 CRISIS HAS foRCed Some
SHIppIng mARKeTS InTo ReCeSSIon And
membeRS mAy HAve To RevIeW THe
uTIlISATIon of THeIR TonnAge In oRdeR To
SuIT THe demAnd WITHIn THeIR SegmenT.
THIS HAS ReSulTed In An InCReASed
numbeR of SHIp lAy-upS. lAy-up IS ofTen
Seen AS A flexIble And pRofITAble
opTIon, buT IT mAy Involve ConSIdeRAble
RISKS, And THeSe muST be pRopeRly
ConSIdeRed befoRe goIng AHeAd.
This guidance has been developed by the Club to
provide Members with useful general advice on
some of the many considerations that need to be
taken into account before deciding on the details
of a lay-up. This includes:

GuIdAnCe on

dRuG
SMuGGlInG
pRevenTIon

Jacob damgaard
Loss Prevention manager tr(B) Singapore
jdamgaard@tindallriley.com

• MAnnInG – decide how many crew members
should be kept on board or whether to appoint
a lay-up managing company
• pRACTICAl pReCAuTIonS – make sure that
the ship remains in a good condition
throughout lay-up
• ReInSTATInG/ReACTIvATInG – avoid any
undue delay at the end of lay-up
In addition, the guidance also explains what is
meant by a ‘lay-up return’ and explains the Club’s
rules on lay-up and which criteria need to be
complied with in order for a Member to be
entitled to a lay-up return.
The full guidance on ship lay-up is available on
the Britannia website: ow.ly/ywAy30rwRfJ

• lAy-up CondITIon – decide on a cold or hot
lay-up
• loCATIon – choose a suitable location to keep
the ship safe

If you have any questions or would like further
advice on the lay-up of ships, then please feel free
to contact the Britannia Loss Prevention team at:
lossprevention@tindallriley.com

The maritime industry is, unfortunately, often the
target of smugglers trying to use ships as a way
of transporting drugs to markets, typically in the
US or Europe. This has resulted in ships being
arrested following the discovery of illegal drugs
on board and in some cases the master and
other crew members were arrested and put in
prison. It goes without saying that such situations
can put an enormous mental strain on the crew
members involved, as well as on their families. It
is therefore important that Members take
appropriate measures to prevent drugs being
brought on board their ships.

level of awareness that Members and their crew
need to maintain. To assist Members to mitigate
the risk of smuggling, the guidance provides a list
of security precautions which should be
implemented.

Britannia’s Loss Prevention department has
therefore developed guidance to provide
Members with useful information about the
methods used to smuggle drugs on board, often
without the knowledge of the crew. This includes
a number of examples which show the ingenious
ways that smugglers will ﬁnd in order to
transport their illicit goods and highlights the

We also provide advice on how to react if any
suspicious packages or items are found on board.
Most importantly, any suspicious packages
should not be tampered with as this could lead to
later accusations that the crew were involved in
the illegal activity.
The full Guidance on Drug Smuggling Prevention
is available on the Britannia website:
ow.ly/2rxf30rwRhI
If you have any questions or would like further
advice on how to mitigate the risk of drug
smuggling, then please feel free to contact the
Britannia Loss Prevention team at:
lossprevention@tindallriley.com
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CoAl

A GUIDE TO CARRYING
THIS POTENTIALLY
HAZARDOUS CARGO

THe nAme CoAl CoveRS A WIde RAnge of CARgoeS WITH
vARyIng pRopeRTIeS And HAzARdS. In oRdeR To Help
mITIgATe AgAInST THeSe, THe loSS pRevenTIon
depARTmenT HAS ReCenTly pRepARed A guIdAnCe
doCumenT ouTlInIng Some of THe Key
ConSIdeRATIonS WHen CARRyIng CoAl. THIS IS
AvAIlAble In THe KnoWledge AReA of THe bRITAnnIA
WebSITe AT: ow.LY/7fuz30rwSh0, And In THIS ARTICle
We pRovIde A SummARy of THe Key poInTS.
dIffeRenT TypeS of CoAl CAn exHIbIT
THe folloWInG CHARACTeRISTICS,
WHICH MAy be SIGnIfICAnT:
- emit methane, which in turn may potentially
create a ﬂammable or explosive atmosphere
- deplete oxygen in cargo holds and adjacent
spaces
- be prone to self-heating and potentially
spontaneous combustion resulting in the
release of carbon monoxide – a gas toxic
if inhaled
- liquefy if carried with excessive moisture
content
- React with water, producing corrosioninducing acids, as well as hydrogen and
toxic gases

due to these hazards, coal needs to be carried in
accordance with the international maritime Solid
Bulk cargoes (imSBc) code which outlines the
hazards and the precautions which need to be
taken when carrying coal.

CARGo deClARATIon
a shipper’s cargo declaration should be provided
in accordance with the imSBc code and must be
examined in detail. the declaration should
clearly state whether the cargo of coal is liable
to emit methane or self-heat. the shipper should
also provide the master with the recommended
safe handling procedures for the loading and
transport of the coal. it is recommended to treat
any coal cargo as potentially hazardous (in
particular, that it may be liable to self-heating)
until conﬁrmed otherwise, bearing in mind that
the cargo declaration may be inaccurate.
IMSbC ClASSIfICATIon
By default, coal is classed as imSBc group a and
B (a: cargo which may liquefy and B: cargo which
possesses chemical hazards). coal can be classed
as group B only after a test by the competent
authority in the country of origin, or when the
particle size distribution fulﬁls speciﬁc criteria.
unless the cargo is classed as group B only, the
cargo declaration should be accompanied by
certiﬁcates of the moisture content (mc) and
transportable moisture limit (tmL) issued by an
entity that is recognised by the competent
authority of the port of loading. full details are
set out in the imSBc code section 4.
CARGo TeMpeRATuRe on loAdInG
if coal is declared as liable to self-heating, then
the cargo temperature must be measured before
and during loading. however, as the cargo
declaration might be incorrect, it is
recommended that the temperature of coal
should be measured before loading in all
instances. this may require appointing local
surveyors. coal cargoes with a temperature
above 55°c should not be accepted for loading.
Self-heating can be localised, therefore it is
advisable not to accept average temperature
values measured in the cargo.
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CoAl

CONTINUED – A GUIDE TO CARRYING THIS
POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS CARGO

CARGo MonIToRInG duRInG THe voyAGe
all coal cargoes require monitoring through regular
measurements of temperature, gas concentration and the ph
value of hold bilge samples, without the need to enter the
cargo spaces. the readings should be taken at least daily and
the measurements carefully recorded.
Before loading, the gas and temperature monitoring
equipment and sampling ports should be checked by
appropriately trained personnel to conﬁrm that they are in
good order. the imSBc code provides full guidance on
sampling and measurement procedures.
due to the insulating properties of coal, temperature
measurements are only an indication of the temperature near
the thermometer. Self-heating in localised spots may not be
detected this way. however, self-heating of coal results in
emission of carbon monoxide (co) and gas measurements
are therefore considered a more effective method of cargo
monitoring.
all vessels carrying coal should have appropriate
equipment for measuring gas concentrations of methane
(ch4), oxygen (o2) and carbon monoxide (co). these
measurements provide an indication of the two major hazards
associated with the carriage of coal: self-heating (reﬂected by
co concentration) and explosive atmosphere (reﬂected by
ch4 levels).
the Britannia guidance document ow.ly/7fuz30rwSh0
provides further details of some of the considerations relating
to the ventilation of coal cargoes and stresses that if the
ch4 and co concentrations reach certain levels then the
owners and association should be advised and expert advice
sought urgently.

• gas levels in spaces adjacent to cargo holds should be
monitored and, if required, the spaces adequately ventilated
prior to entry
• electrical cables and components within cargo holds and
adjacent spaces should be free from defects and either safe
for use in an explosive atmosphere or positively isolated
• coal should not be stowed adjacent to hot areas with a
temperature consistently higher than 55°c
• the cargo should be trimmed according to the relevant
provisions of imSBc sections 4 and 5
• Smoking and use of naked ﬂames should not be permitted in
cargo areas and adjacent spaces
• hot work or sources of ignition in the vicinity of cargo and
adjacent spaces should only be considered after proper
ventilation and satisfactory methane gas measurements
• if ph monitoring of bilge wells indicates the presence of
corrosion risk, they should be frequently pumped out to
avoid possible accumulation of acids on tank tops and in the
bilge system
SuMMARy
despite the potential hazards, coal is mostly carried without
incident. the imSBc code provides detailed requirements for
its carriage and the master, all ofﬁcers and involved
personnel should adhere to these requirements. Britannia’s
guidance document ow.ly/7fuz30rwSh0 summarises some of
the key considerations when carrying this cargo and we
emphasise that, where there is any risk of an incident, the
master should contact the owners and the club immediately
so that expert advice can be obtained if necessary.

other considerations for the carriage of coal:
• Bilges should be clean, dry and covered as appropriate to
prevent the cargo from entering into the bilge well

fooTnoTe
The purpose of this document is to provide a general overview
of hazards and precautions associated with the carriage of
coal. It is not intended to repeat or replace the comprehensive
guidance contained in the IMSBC Code and other regulations
and practices.
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cLaimS and LegaL
ScoPe of ShiPownerS’
dutY to make the
ShiP SeaworthY –
the CMA CGM LIBRA

Amanda Cheung, fleet manager tr(B)hk
acheung@tindallriley.com

the court of aPPeaL haS confirmed the engLiSh
high court’S judgment that a defective PaSSage
PLan makeS the ShiP unSeaworthY and re-affirmed
that a carrier haS a non-deLegaBLe dutY to
exerciSe due diLigence to make the ShiP
SeaworthY.

systemic failings could cause unseaworthiness. The Court of
Appeal also held it to be implicit that the High Court
considered that the working chart had not been appropriately
corrected to note the warning in the Notice to Mariners and
that constituted a defect in the chart, which was an attribute
of the Ship.

On 18 May 2011 the container ship CMA CGM LIBRA (‘the
Ship’) grounded whilst leaving the port of Xiamen on route to
Hong Kong. At the time of the grounding the Ship was
proceeding about four cables outside the buoyed fairway in an
area where there were charted depths of over 30 metres. The
Ship’s owners stated that the grounding was caused by an
uncharted shoal.

Owners’ second ground of appeal was that the actions of the
master and crew carried out as navigators should not be
treated as the carrier’s exercise of due diligence to make the
Ship seaworthy under Article III rule 1 of the Hague/Hague
Visby Rules. On this point the Court of Appeal held that once
Owners had assumed responsibility for the cargo as carriers,
all the acts of the master and crew in preparing the Ship for
the voyage were performed as carrier, even if they were acts
of navigation before and at the commencement of the voyage.
Owners were responsible for all such acts as a consequence
of the non-delegable duty under Article III rule 1.

General average (GA) was declared in respect of expenses
incurred as a consequence of the grounding. However, certain
cargo interests refused to contribute to GA, contending that
the grounding was caused by the unseaworthiness of the Ship
due to a defective passage plan. The passage plan for the
voyage to Hong Kong had been prepared by the Ship’s second
ofﬁcer and approved by the master but had not noted a
warning in the Notice to Mariners 6274(P)/10 that depths
shown on the chart outside the fairway on the approach to
Xiamen were unreliable and that waters were shallower than
recorded on the chart.
The High Court held that the passage plan was defective, that
passage planning was an aspect of seaworthiness, and that
the defective plan was causative of the master’s negligent
decision to leave the buoyed fairway. The Court ruled that the
negligence of the master and the second ofﬁcer in preparing
the passage plan amounted to a failure by the Ship’s owners
to exercise due diligence to make the Ship seaworthy.
Owners’ claim in GA, therefore, failed.
Owners appealed against the High Court’s decision on two
grounds. Firstly, they argued that a one-off defective passage
plan was an error of navigation and did not render the Ship
unseaworthy. They contended that the passage plan and
working chart were not attributes of the Ship but only a
recording of navigational decisions.
The Court of Appeal rejected this argument, holding that
errors in navigation or management of the Ship can render a
Ship unseaworthy if they occur prior to the commencement of
the voyage. The fact that the defect in the passage plan was a
one-off occurrence did not prevent it amounting to
unseaworthiness – both one-off instances of negligence and

In the circumstances, owners’ appeal was dismissed.
It has been suggested that this decision expands the scope of
the carriers’ non-delegable duty to exercise due diligence
under Article III rule 1, in the sense that the carrier will be
held liable for every mistake of its employees, even if
navigational, before the commencement of the voyage if that
causes loss on the voyage.
For shipowners, the decision illustrates the importance of
ensuring that there are fully up-to-date charts on board and
that passage planning is undertaken accurately and diligently
by the crew.
It should be noted that owners have been given leave to
appeal the decision to the Supreme Court.
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guidance on the
oBLigation to Provide
SecuritY in a chain of
LetterS of indemnitY
THE MIRACLE HOPE
in two recent reLated caSeS, the engLiSh court haS
Provided guidance on the requirementS imPoSed
BY the internationaL grouP (ig) of P&i cLuBS'
Standard Letter of indemnitY (Loi) wording and the
oBLigationS of intermediate PartieS in an Loi chain
(trafigura maritime LogiSticS v cLearLake ShiPPing
[2020] ewhc 726 (comm)) and cLearLake chartering
uSa v PetrόLeo BraSiLeiro [2020] ewhc 805.
Background
The MIRACLE HOPE was time-chartered by its head owners
(‘Ocean Light’) to Traﬁgura Maritime Logistics Pte Ltd
(‘Traﬁgura’) who sub-chartered the ship to Clearlake Shipping
Pte Ltd (‘Clearlake’). In turn, Clearlake sub-sub-chartered the
ship to Petrόleo Brasileiro SA (‘Petrobras’) for a voyage
carrying crude oil from Brazil to China. Under the terms of
each charterparty the owners agreed to discharge the cargo
without presentation of the original bills of lading if the
charterers invoked the LOI provisions. These provided for the
application of the IG’s standard LOI under which the
charterers agreed to (i) indemnify the owners for any liability
arising due to the cargo being delivered without presentation
of the original bills of lading; (ii) provide funds to defend any
related proceedings; and (iii) provide ‘on demand such bail or
other security as may be required’ to avoid an arrest of the
ship or to release it from arrest.
Petrobras asked Clearlake to discharge the cargo without
production of the original bills of lading against the standard
LOI wording. Clearlake passed the request up the chain to
Traﬁgura who passed it on to Ocean Light and the cargo
was delivered without the original bills of lading having
been presented.
The ship was subsequently arrested in Singapore by the
cargo receivers' bank, Natixis, who claimed damages from
Ocean Light for mis-delivery of the cargo and demanded
security of $76m. Each disponent owner in the charterparty
chain then asked its charterer to honour the LOI that they had
given. However, as security was not provided and the ship
remained under arrest, Traﬁgura obtained an order against
Clearlake from the English court that security should be
provided ‘forthwith’. Clearlake subsequently obtained a
similar order against Petrobras.
the iSSueS
In spite of the Court’s Orders, neither Clearlake nor Petrobras
provided security and the ship remained under arrest. The
matter was, therefore, referred back to the English Court.
Both Clearlake and Petrobras argued that they were prepared

dr Michaela domijan-Arneri, fleet manager tr(B) London
marneri@tindallriley.com

to issue bank guarantees as security but had been prevented
from doing so by the alleged unreasonable security demands
that had been made by Natixis. They also said that they had
intervened in the Singapore proceedings so as to obtain that
Court's ruling but this had been delayed due to Covid-19
restrictions.
The English Court accepted that Clearlake and Petrobras had
tried to put up security by way of a bank guarantee but said
that they should have paid cash into court as security instead
as soon as it became clear that the terms of the bank
guarantee could not be agreed and that the Singapore Court
was unable to provide a prompt ruling. The Court, therefore,
ordered Clearlake and Petrobras to make a cash payment of
$76m into the Singapore Court. At a further subsequent
hearing, Clearlake argued that it should only become obliged
to pay the cash into court at the same time that Petrobras
made their payment. The Court rejected this argument on the
basis that the obligations Clearlake owed to Traﬁgura were
independent of those that Petrobras owed to Clearlake.
Clearlake was obliged to provide the security regardless of
whether or not Petrobras provided it.
PointS ariSing from the engLiSh court’S findingS
The standard IG LOI wording states that such ‘security as may
be required’ must be put up. The judge said that this meant
that such security, as is required by the court of the
jurisdiction in which the arrest is made, should be issued but
that there is no obligation to agree to unreasonable demands
made by the arresting party. Traﬁgura's argument that
Clearlake and Petrobras should put up whatever form of
security was demanded by Natixis was, therefore, rejected.
The requirement under the standard IG LOI wording to
provide security ‘on demand’ does not mean that a party must
put up security immediately or within a particular time frame.
However, the Judge held that security must be provided in
the shortest practicable time, subject to the particular
circumstances of the case. In order to meet such a
requirement, the indemnifying party should consider making
a cash payment into Court, if guarantee wording cannot be
agreed promptly, or by asking the arresting court to
determine what is sufﬁcient security.
An intermediate charterer in an LOI chain is obliged to provide
security to the owner up the chain even though its own
charterer down the chain has failed to provide security.
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cLaimS and LegaL

ShiP oPeratorS,
managerS and
Limitation of LiaBiLitY

Rishi Choudhury, associate director tr(B) denmark
rchoudhury@tindallriley.com

articLe 1 of the 1976 Limitation convention enaBLeS
an ‘owner, charterer, manager or oPerator of a
Seagoing ShiP’ to Limit their LiaBiLitY for cLaimS in
reSPect of LoSS of Life, PerSonaL injurY or damage
to ProPertY occurring on Board or in direct
connection with the oPeration of the ShiP.

forecasts and arranging a hull and machinery inspection, but
they had no personnel available to operate the barge while it
was at Dover. The operation of the barge was carried out by
Stema UK alone, sending its personnel on board to do what
was necessary and Stema UK personnel were instrumental in
the decision to keep the barge at anchor during the storm.

In a recent judgment (the STEMA BARGE II [2020] EWHC 1294)
the English Court conﬁrmed that ‘operator’ under Article 1 of
the Limitation Convention may include the manager of the
ship, as well as any entity which, with permission of the
owner, directs its employees to board the ship and operate
the ship in the ordinary course of the ship’s business.

In light of the facts, the Court had to decide whether Stema
UK could be deemed to be a manager or an operator, or
possibly both of these, as the roles may overlap.

The case involved an unmanned barge, the STEMA BARGE II,
which, when laden with a cargo of quarried rock, dragged its
anchor during a storm off Dover in November 2016 and was
alleged to have damaged an undersea cable.
The cable owner brought a claim of €55m for damage to the
cable against the barge’s registered owner and charterer. The
owners and charterers, together with a third entity called Stema
Shipping UK Limited (‘Stema UK’), issued proceedings in the
English Court seeking to limit their liability to approximately
£5.5m calculated by reference to the barge’s tonnage.
The cable owner acknowledged that the owners and
charterers could limit their liability under the 1976 Limitation
Convention. However, the cable owner argued that Stema UK
was neither an operator or manager of the barge within the
meaning of Article 1 of the Convention and, therefore, was not
entitled to limit its liability.
The Court found on the facts that the charterers and owners
had arranged the loading of the cargo in Norway and for the
towage of the barge to Dover. They also found that Stema UK
had not performed any practical role in the performance of the
voyage from Norway to Dover. However, once the barge had
arrived off Dover and had separated from the tug, Stema UK
had provided personnel to operate the barge on behalf of the
barge owners in order to carry out transhipment and delivery
of the cargo. For this purpose, Stema UK had selected the
anchoring location and personnel, employed by Stema UK, had
gone on board the barge to drop the anchor, as well as
attending to various matters such as ballasting of the barge
during cargo discharge; maintaining the generators; operating
the navigation lights and monitoring the barge’s position.
The charterers had also maintained a limited operational role
after arrival at Dover by continuing to monitor weather

The Court said that the manager of a ship is typically a party
entrusted by the owner with the duty of devising and
maintaining a safety management system to ensure the safe
operation of the ship, the prevention of pollution, crewing the
ship with appropriately qualiﬁed and trained personnel,
maintaining the ship, ﬁnding employment for the ship and
preparing the ship for trading.
In the case of a conventionally manned merchant ship it was
difﬁcult to distinguish management from operation and the
two concepts were interchangeable. However, the Court
suggested that management is concerned with standards,
procedures and monitoring systems to ensure the safe
operation of the ship; whereas operation is more concerned
with the actual working of the ship on a day to day basis.
In the case of an unmanned barge, there were far fewer
operational requirements but, nevertheless, being an
‘operator’ still entailed a notion of management and control
over the operation of the ship. The Court said that the ordinary
meaning of ‘the operator of a ship’ embraces not only the
manager, but also the entity which, with the permission of the
owner, directs its employees to board the ship and operate her
in the ordinary course of the ship’s business.
Taking the evidence as a whole, the Court decided that Stema
UK was the operator of the barge for the period of time that it
was off Dover, and, therefore, could limit its potential liability
in respect of the claim by the cable owner.
Identifying which party is a manager and which is an operator
is primarily a factual exercise. However, the Court has provided
useful guidance that a ‘manager’ is the entity which is mainly
responsible for standards, procedures and monitoring systems
to ensure the safe operation of the ship; and that it is possible
that an entity may be deemed to be the ‘operator’ of a ship only
for a limited stage of the voyage, depending upon the extent of
physical and decision making control exercised over the ship by
that entity at the time of the incident.
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